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SwissFEL has a unique capability, among the normal conducting linac-based light sources, to
simultaneously serve two separate undulator lines (Aramis and Athos) up to the machine repetition rate
of 100 Hz using the double bunch operation mode. It increases twice the experiments throughput of the
facility with modest additional investment. Two electron bunches spaced 28 ns apart are extracted from the
cathode by two laser pulses with individually controlled repetition rates. The bunches are accelerated up to
about 3 GeV in the main linac using the same rf macropulse. After separation, one bunch serves the Athos
soft x-ray beamline and the other is further accelerated to serve the hard x-ray beamline – Aramis. A fast
and high-stability beam kicker separates the two bunches without disturbing the electron beam and
consequently the x-ray lasing. The timing and control system sets hybrid machine modes utilizing
independent operation of the two undulator lines with individually programmed repetition rates. Beam
diagnostics and feedback systems have to operate with two closely spaced bunches where the two beams
share the same machine path. The low-level rf system manipulates the rf amplitude and phase within a
fraction of the rf macropulse to provide decoupling of the acceleration parameters of the first and the second
bunch. This manuscript presents measurements that show that the bunch separation does not degrade FEL
lasing stability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SwissFEL is a linac-based x-ray free-electron laser
(FEL) user facility at the Paul Scherrer Institute in
Switzerland [1]. It is capable of producing FEL radiation
with pulse energies at the millijoule level, pulse durations
of a few tens of femtoseconds, and relative bandwidths
between one and few per mil, providing photon beams

for experimental research in material science, biophysics,
biochemistry, and other fields. It has a hard x-ray (Aramis)
and soft x-ray (Athos) undulator line covering wavelength
ranges from 0.1 to 0.6 nm (12.4–2.0 keV) and 0.65 to
5.0 nm (1.9 to 0.25 keV) respectively [2–4]. Both lines can
operate simultaneously and independently up to the maxi-
mum machine repetition rate (100 Hz) providing x-ray
pulses to several (two at a time) experimental stations.
Thanks to the SwissFEL double bunch operation, the

two experimental lines are decoupled and can provide
individually chosen wavelengths, pulse durations, and
repetition rates.

II. MOTIVATION AND SCOPE

Linac-based x-ray sources have important advantages
compared to synchrotron-based ones, like much higher
pulse energies and shorter pulse duration, but due to their
straight-line topology, operating multiple undulator lines
from the same electron beam is a challenge. This, together
with the fact that these are single-pass machines,
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substantially increases the cost per experimental station
with respect to the synchrotron-based ones.
Different schemes (like static or dynamic beam distri-

bution [5,6] and beam sharing [7]) are used to increase the
efficiency of such facilities. Beam distribution systems are
used to send electron bunches to different undulator lines
statically (serving one beamline at a time) or dynamically
(continuously distributing bunches to several beamlines).
The dynamic distribution uses fast deflecting elements
(kickers) to route bunches to their respective beamlines in
order to serve them quasi-simultaneously. A drawback of
this method is that if more than one line is served, they
operate at a reduced repetition rate and accordingly receive
reduced total photon flux.
In beam-sharing schemes, bunches pass through two (or

more) undulators sequentially and are used to produce light
simultaneously. The main drawback of the scheme is that
after each undulator, the beam quality degrades (due to
induced energy spread by the FEL process) and the
following undulators cannot benefit from the full machine
capabilities. This usually limits the number of simulta-
neously used undulators to two and constrains the operation
of the second one. Without additional effort, the repetition
rate of the consecutive beamlines is the same (or lower than
the one in the previous undulator) and the pulse length is
the same due to the usage of the same electron bunch [8].
On the other hand, a couple of FELs have demonstrated

two-bunch operation (mainly) targeting pump-and-probe
experiments, exploring the possibilities to accelerate
bunches with ns temporal separation in the same normal
conducting linac but lasing in the same photon beam-
line [9,10].
SwissFEL is taking a unique approach in order to ensure

simultaneous and decoupled operation of its two undulator
lines up to the maximum machine repetition rate despite its
normal conducting linacs. Two electron bunches spaced
28 ns apart are accelerated in the same rf macropulse to up
to 3.15 GeV and then separated and sent to their respective
beamlines (Fig. 1). The bunch dedicated to the hard x-ray
line is further accelerated up to 6.2 GeV (Linac 3)
providing the necessary additional beam energy. Both
undulator lines can receive bunches with individually set

energy, charge, and repetition rate depending on user needs.
Independent undulator and bunch compression settings, in
combination with additional acceleration or deceleration,
allow for different x-ray pulse lengths, energies, polar-
izations, and wavelengths in each experimental station.
Decoupled machine protection reduces unnecessary down-
time due to problems in the not relevant machine sections.
Although the doubled throughput makes it more cost-

effective, the double bunch operation has a large impact on
several accelerator systems. The requirement for efficient
and (almost) equal acceleration of the two-electron bunches
in one rf macropulse hinges on close temporal bunch
spacing. On the other hand, too closely spaced bunches
present a challenge to the separation kicker, low-level rf
(LLRF) system, and beam diagnostics. Moreover, the long-
range wakes excited by the first bunch may degrade the
second bunch [11].
The nonharmonic frequencies for S-band injector

(2.9988 GHz) and C-band main linac (5.7120 GHz) of
SwissFEL set an additional timing limitation that a syn-
chronous bunch can be accelerated only every 7 ns [12].
A bunch separation of 28 ns was chosen as an engineer-

ing compromise between the technological capabilities and
limitations of all affected accelerator systems.
We will discuss in more detail the specific systems

and technical solutions necessary to realize double bunch
operation at SwissFEL.

III. PHOTOCATHODE DRIVE LASERS
FOR TWO-BUNCH GENERATION

The first key subsystems are the PhotoCathode Drive
Lasers (PCDLs) that must deliver two, 3.3–10 ps FWHM,
deep-UV pulses (λ ¼ 260 nm) separated by exactly 28 ns
to generate the two electron bunches. The pulse duration,
energy, and temporal shape must be independently adjust-
able. Figure 2 shows the 3D optical setup in detail.
The laser system also has to provide two so-called

laser heater (LH) pulses [13]. The arrival time of the
PCDL pulses must be set and stabilized with femtosecond
accuracy. These requirements are fulfilled by using two
independent Yb∶CaF2 PCDL systems. We can see the two

FIG. 1. SwissFEL layout.
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laser systems: PCDL 1 and 2, as well as the balanced
optical correlators, used to stabilize the amplified pulse
arrival time (red areas in Fig. 2). A subsequent fourth
harmonic generation stage provides the conversion to deep-
UV wavelengths. Temporal shaping (using α-BBO pulse
stacking or a UV grating stretcher) as well as spatial
filtering (UV Fourier filtering) stages are also shown (blue
areas). The two UV-PCDL pulses must be recombined and
spatially shaped before being relayed to the accelerator
through an in-vacuum imaging transfer line (green area).
The two LH pulses are similarly recombined and relayed
down to the accelerator section. The correct arrival time of
the bunch extraction pulses on the photocathode and LH
pulses at the LH for all operation modes is challenging and
required a careful design of the optical paths and automatic
delay compensation using motorized delay stages and a
Herriott cell optical setup (yellow area). The dual amplifier
architecture increases the system’s flexibility and reliability
with regard to FEL operation. A detailed overview of the
SwissFEL dual PCDL architecture, capabilities, and per-
formance can be found in the literature [14,15].

IV. INDIVIDUAL ACCELERATION CONTROL

A. Acceleration

The double bunch operation illustrated in Fig. 1 imposes
strict requirements on the SwissFEL LLRF system. It has to
enable the acceleration of the two closely spaced bunches in
the same rf macropulse with independently tunable accel-
erating voltage and phase. Therefore, the LLRF system
should provide the following functions: a. Equalize the
accelerating voltage and phase for the two bunches such

that both bunches can be successfully transmitted through the
machine. b. Tune the accelerating voltage and phase for the
second bunch without disturbing the first bunch.
The latter function is important for independent accel-

eration parameters adjustment in parallel operation and was
very helpful for Athos beamline commissioning simulta-
neously with user operation in Aramis.
The SwissFEL rf system consists of different types of

accelerating structures: S-band standing-wave (SW) cavity
for the rf gun, S-band/X-band traveling-wave (TW) struc-
tures for the injector, and C-band TW structures for the
linacs [16]. For the double bunch operation, we are
particularly interested in the rf stations in the common
part of the two bunches upstream of the second bunch
compressor.
A simple way to implement the above-described function

“a” is to produce a flat rf pulse in both amplitude and phase
[17]. However, to implement function “b,” we need a knob
to change the accelerating voltage and phase experienced
by the second bunch. In principle, if function “b” is
implemented and has sufficient tuning range, function
“a” is automatically achieved as well.
LLRF typically manipulates the rf input to adjust the

accelerating voltage and phase seen by the beam.
Therefore, we tune the second bunch by introducing a
step in the rf pulse using the LLRF system as shown in
Fig. 3. An rf pulse step is applied after the first bunch such
that it only affects the second one. Due to the 28 ns spacing
of the two bunches, the maximum changes in the accel-
erating voltage and phase for the second bunch are
determined by the step setting and the time constant of
the SW cavity or the filling time of the TW structures. The
rf pulse step is characterized by the step amplitude ratio
(percentage of the original amplitude) and the step phase
(phase shift with respect to the original phase).
The tuning ranges of the accelerating voltage and phase

for the second bunch with amplitude step ratio between 0%
and 100% and a step phase between −60° and 60° are
summarized in Table I. The maximum amplitude step ratio
is set to 100% to limit klystron peak power and to prevent

FIG. 2. 3D CAD layout of the SwissFEL dual-PCDL optical
setup. The photocathode drive lasers 1 and 2 (red areas) deliver
temporally and spatially shaped deep-UV pulses (blue areas and
green area) as well as the LH and short “probe” pulses for the two
FEL lines. The two UV-PCDL and the two LH beams are
recombined, respectively (green area), and sent toward the
accelerator through two dedicated imaging transfer lines. The
yellow area includes the LH Herriott cell used to delay the two
LH pulses.

FIG. 3. LLRF strategy to tune the second bunch by introducing
a step in the amplitude and the phase of the input rf pulse. The
right plot is the vector representation of the method for the TW
structures. The relevant region of the rf pulse for the first or for the
second bunch acceleration corresponds to the filling time of the
structures.
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breakdowns. The step phase range limits are chosen to
ensure stable feedback operation.
The above scheme also works for the C-band stations

equipped with rf pulse compressors (barrel open cavity
type) with nonregular rectangular pulse shapes. Table I
indicates that the rf pulse step tends to reduce the accel-
erating voltage. Therefore, before applying the step, we
should optimize the rf pulse delay such that the second
bunch receives more energy gain [18]. This helps to
position the accelerating voltage tuning range symmetri-
cally around zero (see Fig. 4 for an example).
The SwissFEL accelerator is typically optimized using

the first bunch for successful beam transmission and
desired beam parameters. Before switching on the second
bunch for the first time, the rf pulse steps for all rf stations
are pretuned so that both bunches receive similar accel-
erations, which is important for the successful transmission
of the second bunch. We use the first bunch (already
optimized) to pretune the rf pulse step. First, we determine
the start time of the step within the rf pulse.
To do this, we shorten the rf pulse gradually (with a

resolution of 4 ns defined by the LLRF clock cycle) and
observe the first bunch energy. At some point, the energy
begins to drop indicating the end of the rf pulse portion that

affects the first bunch. The start of the step should be
set after this point for the step to affect only the second
bunch [19]. Then, we use the following procedure to
pretune the rf pulse step using the first bunch: 1. After
the first bunch is optimized, we save its parameters (energy,
bunch length, arrival time, etc.). 2. We shift the timing of
the first bunch to the time of the second bunch. 3. By
adjusting the rf pulse step amplitude ratio and the phase
step iteratively, we restore the beam parameters as saved in
the first step. In this way, we equalize roughly the
accelerating voltage and phase for both bunches.
Figure 5 shows the panel for rf gun pretuning. The bunch

energy and the energy spread are measured using a
spectrometer screen at the gun exit and are used as tuning
criteria. When pretuning the rf pulse step, we only use one
(the first) bunch. When both bunches are present, the
second bunch will be affected by the presence of the first
one due to beam loading in the rf structures, the Schottky
effect in the rf gun, and long-range wakefields induced by
the first bunch. The rf pulse step settings should be further
optimized when the second bunch is successfully trans-
mitted through the machine in the presence of the first one.
Typically, we regulate the second bunch parameters using a
separate feedback loop by actuating on the rf pulse step.
At present, dynamic compensation depending on the

presence of the first bunch is not available and we cannot
compensate dynamically the beam-loading effects created
by the first bunch. This limits the available repetition rate
configurations of the machine.

TABLE I. Second bunch tuning range.

rf station type Frequency (GHz) Filling time (ns)
Accelerating voltage

range (%)
Accelerating phase

range (°)

SW gun 2.9988 440 −1.8 to 0.9 �1.3°
S-band TW 2.9988 920 −1.7 to 0.0 �0.8°
C-band TW 5.7120 320 −4.8 to 2.9 �0.9°
X-band TW 11.9952 100 −21.6 to 0.0 �11.5°

FIG. 4. Input pulse shape and energy gain in C-band stations
(upper graph) and magnified energy gain slope and the position of
the two bunches on it (lower graph). Note the different time scale
for the two graphs. FIG. 5. Panel for rf pretuning.
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B. Bunch compression

The SwissFEL two-bunch compression scheme is based
on nearly identical compression settings for the two
bunches, apart from small corrections for variations in
charge and orbit, and differences due to user demands. The
only free parameters to control the compression of each
bunch independently are the rf settings since the longi-
tudinal dispersion (R56) of the bunch compressors is
common to both bunches. The energy chirp can be adjusted
for different compression but the mean energy should be
identical for both bunches. This is necessary to avoid orbit
steering due to the corrector quadrupoles, skew quadru-
poles, and sextupoles in the bunch compressor lattice. In
addition, an offset in the corrector sextupole due to energy
deviation results in a small quadrupole component and thus
adds a transverse tilt to the second bunch.
The quadrupole and sextupole magnets in the bunch

compressors are primarily configured and optimized to
remove any residual transverse tilt in the first bunch, which
is driving the Aramis beamline. We assume that the
corrections benefit the second bunch if both follow the
same trajectory through the machine. Any small deviation
in the beam orbit and tilt can still be corrected in the second
bunch, once it is extracted into the Athos switchyard arm.
The switchyard was designed to provide a certain degree

of R56 and thus some fine-tuning of the bunch length with
the residual energy chirp of the second bunch, before it is
removed by the dechirpers [20]. However, an increase in
the septum separation and a shift in the mean energy at the
switchyard make it impossible to achieve an isochronous
configuration without extreme values for the Twiss func-
tion. Therefore, the switchyard was initially set up with an
R56 of about 2 mm which slightly decompresses the bunch.
This can be compensated by placing the second bunch
more off-crest, thus compressing it slightly stronger than
the first one. In practice, however, this causes very strong
coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) effects in the second
bunch compressor and the Lambertson septum.
We recently, reconfigured the optics in the switchyard,

abandoning the initial constraint of zero dispersion in the
middle part of the switchyard in favor of a controlled R56.
The new design optics provides a slight compression of
about R56 ¼ −1 mm with still small optics function values
all along the beamline. It enables lower compression in the
second bunch compressor and thus reducing the impact of
CSR significantly.
As mentioned earlier, the rf allows for different rf phases

while preserving the mean energy at the bunch compressor.
We typically have equivalent beam properties after BC1 (in
the Booster) for both bunches, and we tune the pulse
duration of the second bunch independently by adjusting its
Linac 1 phase (C-band). Assuming that the first bunch stays
at nominal conditions (200 pC charge with 25-fs rms
duration), based on operational experience and consistent
with the numbers given in Table I, the pulse duration of the

second bunch can be changed by �50 fs rms by tuning the
Linac-1 phase, where the negative duration values (for
example in the above-mentioned case) will indicate an
overcompression. Adjusting not only the Linac-1 phase but
also the injector phases independently gives us a larger
flexibility. In particular, the X-band is the preferred knob
since it combines high sensitivity to compression and a
larger tuning range of its phase. Including the injector
knobs, the tuning range of the individual pulse duration is at
least doubled with respect to tuning only by Linac 1. We
recently demonstrated the operation of the first bunch in
overcompression (with a large offset phase in Linac 1)
while keeping the pulse duration of the second bunch as in
standard operation (but with the penalty of having a larger
energy chirp).
This was possible by compressing less in the first bunch

compressor to avoid overcompression in the second bunch
compressor. A precise measurement of the full tuning range
still needs to be done, in particular when operating both
bunches at different charges.After the switchyard, the second
bunch has a residual energy chirp of about 0.4% rms. For the
first bunch, the chirp is normally removed with the wake-
fields of Linac 3. Eight corrugated structures in the Athos
branch are planned to remove the chirp for the second bunch
[21]. The efficiency of the dechirper in the soft x-ray line
(Athos) has beenmeasuredwith sixmodules installed (out of
eight modules planned) and it is shown in Fig. 6. Down to a
gap of 2 mm, a reduction in the projected energy spread in
the beam dump screen is still noticeable, indicating that
the chirp is not completely removed. One more dechirper
module is to be installed soon. Afterward, the measurement
will be repeated and cross-checked with the settings giving
minimum SASE bandwidth in Athos.

V. TWO-BUNCH BEAM INSTRUMENTATION

Diagnostics is used in SwissFEL to measure beam
properties and to stabilize the beam parameters through
feedback.

FIG. 6. Projected energy spread as a function of the gap of six
dechirper modules.
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Separate measurements of the two bunches can be
performed in dedicated beam times by simply turning
off one of the photocathode lasers. This method, however,
neglects any effects that the presence of the first bunch
could have on the second (e.g., beam loading of the rf
structures and so on), and it is not convenient to be used in
routine operation. For these reasons, and to enable beam-
based feedback, diagnostics for the key beam parameters
capable of distinguishing the two bunches has been
developed. This includes both transverse and longitudinal
diagnostics, as outlined in the following sections.

A. Beam position monitors

The transverse position of the electron bunches in
SwissFEL is measured by 178 cavity beam position
monitors (CBPMs), each having two rf resonators. The
so-called reference resonator is used to measure the bunch
charge through its TM010 mode. The TM110 mode of the
“position” resonator produces a signal mainly proportional
to the product of beam position and charge and in this
way provides information on the transverse beam offset.
Frequency-dependent drift effects in the electronics are
minimized by choosing the same operating frequency and
loaded quality factorQL for both resonators. To eliminate the
charge dependency, the transverse beam position is obtained
by normalizing the position resonator signal to the reference
resonator signal amplitude. The signals’ ratio is converted
into millimeters beam offset using a suitable scaling factor.
In the undulator area, two CBPM types (“high-Q

CBPMs”) with 5 mm (in Athos) and 8 mm (in Aramis)
aperture are used to measure the position of single bunches
at 100-Hz repetition rate. Their operating frequency and
Q-factor are, respectively, 4.9 GHz and 1000. The compa-
ratively high QL ensures high position resolution, enabling
precision orbit control in the undulator region that is critical
for a stable FEL lasing process. For regions where two
bunches with 28-ns spacing are present, “low Q-factor
CBPMs” are used. They have QL of 40, an operating
frequency of 3.3 GHz and a 16-mm beam aperture. A longer
version with a 38-mm aperture also exists and is used where
required. Table II summarizes the CBPM types and their
basic parameters.
The low-Q CBPMs are well suited to resolve the

individual position and the charge of the two closely
spaced bunches because when the second bunch arrives
28 ns later, the signal from the first bunch has already
decayed to 0.07% (−63 dB) of its original amplitude. The
larger bandwidth of the low-Q CBPMs results in a lower
position resolution compared to the high-Q undulator
CBPMs. Stainless steel 316LN was chosen for the case
material of the low-Q CBPMs, while the high-Q ones have
a copper-steel hybrid design to ensure better conductivity
of the inner (copper) surface. This construction ensures a
high Q-factor with a mechanically robust outer case and
flanges made of stainless steel. To achieve the desired

sub-micron position resolution over the full bunch charge
range (10–200 pC), the geometry of all CBPM resonators
was optimized for signal strength. For signal extraction, the
position resonators use waveguide couplers to suppress the
undesired TM010 mode that may otherwise limit the CBPM
performance. In the reference resonators, one (in the CBPM
with 16-mm aperture) or two (in the CBPM with 38-mm
aperture) inductive couplers are used directly in the resonator
(Fig. 7, right-hand side connectors) to pickup the signal.
The low-Q resonator CBPM signal is IQ mixed with a

3.3-GHz local oscillator rf signal to be directly down-
converted to baseband. The high-Q resonator CBPM signal
is first converted to an intermediate frequency of 136 MHz
and then digitally downconverted to baseband. Both CBPM
types have 16-bit 160 Ms=s differential Analog-to-Digital
Converters (ADCs), excluding Athos undulator CBPMs,
where a newer 16-bit 500 Ms=s ADCs are used. All CBPM
electronics was developed in-house.
The bandwidth of the low-Q CBPM electronics was

chosen as an engineering compromise between low cross-
talk from the first bunch to the second (requiring larger
bandwidth) and low noise (achieved with smaller band-
width), still reaching submicron position resolution down
to 10 pC bunch charge and 0.07% relative charge reso-
lution, limited by its absolute limit of ∼5 fC at low bunch
charge [22]. A simplified block diagram of the low-Q
CBPM electronics is shown in Fig. 8.
Presently, no crosstalk removal algorithms are used.

Typically ∼1% of the signal amplitude of the first bunch
overlaps with the peak signal of the second bunch and,

TABLE II. SwissFEL CBPM types.

CBPM38 CBPM16 CBPM8 CBPM5

Aperture 38 mm 16 mm 8 mm 5 mm
Quantity 6 116 34 22
Length 255 mm 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm
Bunches 1–3 1
Bunch spacing 28 ns 10 ms
Frequency 3.28 GHz 4.93 GHz
QL 40 1000
Usage Linac/transfer Undulators

FIG. 7. 3D model cross-section view of the SwissFEL
CBPM16 (left) and CBPM38 (right).
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respectively, affects its charge measurement. This crosstalk
is predominantly caused by the band-pass and low-pass
filters in the CBPM electronics. The crosstalk was measured
by comparing the measured charge value of a CBPM
upstream of the switchyard (seeing both bunches) with
the one from a CBPM downstream of it (seeing only the
second bunch), while switching on and off the first bunch
and observing the measured charge values of the second
bunch. Due to a symmetric electronics design of “position”
and “charge” channels, the position crosstalk is expected to
be <2% of the beam offset. The systematic error (due to
crosstalk) in the second bunch position measurement could
be further reduced by centering the first bunch in the CBPM
since the position crosstalk is in first order proportional to
the beam offset from the CBPM center. For a beam offset of
∼100 μm, the resulting systematic second bunch position
measurement error is <2 μm. Presently, bunch charge and
repetition rates in Aramis and Athos are usually equal and
the bunch-to-bunch crosstalk is rather reproducible, making
it ofminor relevance formachine stability and operation. For
future operation modes with more flexible charge ratios and
bunch repetition rates, we plan to digitally suppress the
crosstalk. Oneway to achieve this is to use the amplitude and
phase at the peakof the first bunch signal and extrapolate it to
the time of the second one. Using digital processing, the
extrapolated signal can be subtracted from the superimposed
signals of both bunches after the passage of the second
bunch, leaving only the signal of the second bunch.
Table III summarizes the measurement limits of the

different CBPM types.

The CBPMs are used not only to control and correct the
beam orbit, or for beam-based position alignment mea-
surements, but also for other purposes, such as beam energy
or beam loss measurement. The beam energy is determined
by CBPMs in dispersive sections like beam dumps, or the
arms of the bunch compressors, where a dispersion in the
order of 0.1 m results in a relative beam energy resolution
of ∼1 × 10−5. Since the CBPMs are presently used by
electron beam energy feedback, their stability has a direct
impact on the x-ray beam energy stability.
The charge resolution and bunch-to-bunch crosstalk of

the CBPMs are about an order of magnitude better than the
dedicated charge monitors (“Turbo-ICT2”, described in the
next section) installed at various locations in SwissFEL.
Therefore, the CBPM measurements are also used by
individual bunch-charge feedbacks for both bunches.
Figure 9 shows the absolute single-bunch position reso-
lution as a function of bunch charge for the high-Q and
low-Q CBPMs.
After production, the position and charge sensitivity

of each CBPM were measured in the lab, and all CBPM
electronic modules were calibrated using a signal generator
that simulated the beam signal. In addition, beam-based
calibrations using other dedicated charge monitors were
and are done regularly to cross-check and recalibrate the
absolute charge scaling factors of the CBPMs.

B. Beam charge monitors

The charge monitors were designed with the require-
ments to discriminate 28-ns dual-bunch structure and to
cover the charge range from 10 to 200 pC with a sensitivity
of a few pC. To fulfill such demands, SwissFEL is equipped
with several integrating current transformers of the type
Turbo-ICT2 by Bergoz [23–25]. The Turbo-ICT2 can
resolve each bunch separately thanks to a suitable reduction

FIG. 8. Simplified block diagram of low-Q CBPM rf front-end
electronics, showing only one of its three input channels (one
reference and two position signal channels).

TABLE III. Measured CBPM charge limits and position noise.

CBPM38
CBPM16

CBPM8
CBPM5

Charge range 10–400 pC
Relative charge resolution <0.07% <0.04%
Absolute charge resolution <5 fC <1.5 fC
Position noise @ 10–200 pC <1 μm <0.5 μm
Position noise @ 1 pC <8 μm <5 μm

FIG. 9. Absolute single-bunch position resolution as a function
of the bunch charge.
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of the quality factor of the current transformer resonance
of a standard Turbo-ICT. A total of six Turbo-ICT2 are
installed in SwissFEL. They can monitor the individual
charge of the two bunches at the gun, after the first
compression stages as well as the single bunch charge in
the Aramis and Athos beamlines after bunch separation.
Most recently, the Turbo-ICT2 readings were validated and
corrected by comparison with other monitors, including
reference resonator signals of CBPMs. The CBPM signals
were directly sampled with a fast oscilloscope, and the
charge was determined by fitting the expected resonator
signal to the oscilloscope waveform, applying a suitable
scaling factor obtained by accurate calibration of the
involved rf components [26].
An additional charge measurement in the gun section

of SwissFEL is provided by a wall current monitor. This
monitor is used for the individual bunch charge readout, in
particular, to determine a coarse timing overlap (∼100 ps)
between the rf gun phase and the arrival time of the laser
onto the cathode.

C. Bunch arrival-time monitors

The SwissFEL bunch arrival-time monitors (BAMs) [27]
are nondestructive longitudinal diagnostic systems, with
drift, stability, and resolution in the femtosecond range.
They are based on Mach-Zehnder intensity modulators,
which encode the bunch arrival time in the amplitude of a
mode-locked laser pulse [28]. They derive their <10-fs
drift stability through length-stabilized single-mode fiber
optical links [29].
An in-house developed 12-bit Generic PSI ADC Carrier

(GPAC) ADC [27], samples the laser pulses at 285.6 Ms=s,
which is twice their repetition rate. Thus, always one peak
and one baseline point are sampled (Fig. 10).
The ADC clock is derived directly from the same optical

laser pulses and is thus synchronous with them. Amplitude
measurement of multiple reference laser pulses preceding
the interaction with the first bunch allows in situ determi-
nation of the laser amplitude jitter and thus the instanta-
neous BAM resolution. The latter depends on the bunch
charge and varies between 6 and 1 fs rms for 10 and
200 pC, respectively. The arrival time is encoded in the
amplitude of one of the reference laser pulses, modulated

by the electrical rf transient generated by a large bandwidth
button pickup close to its zero crossing [30,31]. Each of the
two bunches is measured by an ADC sample separated by
eight sampling periods (28 ns) as it is depicted in Fig. 10.
To ensure acquisition close to the zero-crossing of the
pickup rf transient, each BAM has a linear, servo motor
driven, optical delay stage used for zero-crossing feedback
[31]. The arrival time is the combination of the readout of
the ADC and the position of the delay stage. In the presence
of two bunches simultaneously, the zero-crossing feedback
runs on the first bunch. If there is only one bunch in the
machine, the zero-crossing feedback runs on that particular
bunch regardless of its position (bunch one or bunch two).
To secure bunch synchronous acquisition, both the ADC
and the motor encoder readouts are triggered with dedi-
cated timing events. In the present implementation, the
BAM server runs on a Versa Module Europa (VME)-based
input/output controller (IOC) and an external VME-based
event receiver EVR-300. The physical triggers for the ADC
and the motor encoder are a logical OR function of the two
bunches’ timing events. Because the ADC has only one
trigger input and it is triggered by the combined signal of
the two bunches’ events, it is not possible for the IOC to
filter out the information for the lower repetition rate bunch
(usually the second bunch). Thus, presently, the measure-
ment for the lower repetition rate bunch has “gaps.” To
overcome this, we are currently working on the imple-
mentation of an embedded event receiver with program-
mable trigger lines, running on a power PC on the GPAC
ADC carrier board.
This will allow for the independent triggering of chan-

nels belonging to the first bunch or to the second one.
Additionally, there will be a mask allowing the IOC to
discriminate between the two bunches independently on
their repetition rate. In the shown example, the zero-
crossing feedback runs on the first bunch. The arrival-time
jitter calculated as a moving standard deviation over 1 s
(100 bunches) is 13 fs. Figure 11 illustrates the bunch
arrival-time measurement for the two bunches at 100 Hz, at
a BAM located downstream of the laser heater system. Due
to the small time separation between the two bunches, there
is a principal difficulty to measure the second bunch
accurately when the first one is present in the machine.
The wakefield created by the first bunch can be picked up
by the large bandwidth button pickup (40 GHz) leading to
an undesired additional modulation (crosstalk). The typical
value of the crosstalk is 20% modulation (transferred from
the first bunch to the second) which results in about 120-fs
absolute timing shift of the second bunch. The large pickup
bandwidth and the small beam chamber diameter are
crucial for the BAM resolution, therefore, it is not possible
to completely avoid this disturbance. Only the two BAMs
located upstream of the switchyard (at the laser heater and
at the Linac 1) are affected by this problem.FIG. 10. ADC sampling principle of the SwissFEL BAM.
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D. Bunch compression monitor

In SwissFEL, the two bunches are longitudinally com-
pressed from a few picoseconds down to a few femto-
seconds rms. This is done in two magnetic chicanes using
the energy chirp from off-crest acceleration in the rf
structures of the injector and of the linac. The bunch
compression is monitored by the so-called bunch com-
pressor monitors (BCMs) [32]. The design specifications of
the SwissFEL BCMs are full noninvasiveness; 100-Hz
online monitoring of each of two bunches; signal integra-
tion into the machine feedback to stabilize the compression;
signal detection covering the full charge range from 10 to
200 pC, as well as robust and fully automatized function-
ality during machine operations. To fulfill these require-
ments, the operation principle of the SwissFEL BCMs is
based on the nondestructive detection of the temporal
coherent threshold of synchrotron and diffraction radiation
emitted by the electron bunch. The signal readout is the
result of the time integration of the radiation intensity over
the whole acceptance wavelength band of the detectors.
Hence, no frequency discrimination of the spectral distri-
bution of the detected radiation is applied. Consequently,
the monitor readout is simply a bunch-length dependent
and uncalibrated signal. The monitoring of the bunch
length at the first compression stage (rms bunch length
of a few hundred fs) is ensured by a BCM detecting the
coherent synchrotron radiation emitted by the electron
beam at the entrance of the fourth dipole of the first
magnetic chicane. The monitor is equipped with two
broadband Schottky diodes (0.3–2.0 THz), which are able
to discriminate at 100 Hz the dual bunch structure of the
electron beam.
After the second magnetic chicane, the bunch length

monitoring at the final compression stage is ensured by a
BCM that detects the coherent threshold of the diffraction

radiation emitted by the electron bunch when crossing a
metallic screen with a slit. The monitor is equipped with a
fast mercury cadmium telluride detector, which is also
capable of discriminating the dual-bunch structure of
the beam.
The signal readout of the two BCMs in operation at the

two compression stages is integrated into the machine
feedback to stabilize the compression. A further BCM is
installed after the energy collimator of the Aramis undu-
lator line. It is used for a final compression monitoring of
the single bunch under particular machine setting condi-
tions (10 pC and bunch duration below 3-fs rms).

E. Synchrotron radiation monitor

Synchrotron radiation monitors (SRMs) are installed in
the chicanes of the bunch compressors. Imaging the inco-
herent radiation from the third dipole, located in the
dispersive section, SRMs can measure the energy and the
projected energy spread of the beam [33].
After an upgrade, the SRM in the first bunch compressor

can measure each bunch individually up to the maximum
machine repetition rate. A microchannel plate is activated
only for a few nanoseconds to select the first or the second
bunch. The output of the microchannel plate is then imaged
onto a CMOS image sensor.

VI. SWITCHYARD

The SwissFEL beam switchyard consists of two fast high
Q-factor resonant deflecting magnets: kickers (K1 and K2),
three compensating dc dipole magnets (D1, D2, and D3),
and a Lambertson dc septum (S). Between the resonant
kickers (RKs) and the septum, there are four quadrupole
magnets (Q1–Q4).
Figure 12 schematically shows the trajectory of the beam

in the switchyard region.
The bunches arrive synchronized with the positive and

negative crests of the RKs’ sinusoidal magnetic field and

FIG. 11. First bunch (upper plot) and second bunch (lower plot)
arrival times at 100 Hz repetition rate measured by the BAM
at the laser heater, downstream of the photocathode gun at
Z ¼ 13 m.

FIG. 12. Beam trajectory in the switchyard with the corre-
sponding deflecting field regions. Q denotes quadrupole magnets,
K1, K2-resonant kickers, D1, D2, and D3-compensating dipole
magnets, and S-the septum.
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are deflected up and down, thus separated vertically. The
compensating dipole magnets equally act on both bunches,
deflecting them upwards. The amplitude of the RKs and the
compensating dipole magnets is automatically set to
provide trajectory compensation for the down-kicked
bunch and the required deflection for the up-kicked bunch
according to the beam energy. The total resultant deflection
angle (from the RKs, compensating dipole magnets and the
quadrupole magnets) is about 1 mrad. Some 10 m further
downstream, the up-kicked bunch enters the septum 10 mm
above the beam axis, to be finally deflected toward the
Athos beamline. The down-deflected bunch returns to its
original trajectory and enters the zero-field septum region
(8.2 mm diameter hole) to continue straight on the Aramis
axis. If the phase of the RKs is inverted, the first bunch is
deflected down (and continues straight to Aramis) while the
second is deflected up and enters the transfer line toward
Athos. If the RKs are off (put on delay), there is no bunch
separation and depending on the compensating dipole
magnets’ settings, both bunches are directed either to
Aramis or to Athos. This covers all possible separation
scenarios.
The RKs are operated at 100 Hz to ensure the simulta-

neous serving of the two experimental beamlines up to the
maximum machine repetition rate. To maintain their
thermal operating point, they are continuously running
even if the separation is not needed.
The desired machine operation mode is set by a high-

level timing/bunch mapping control panel that coordinates
all relevant systems.
To make the separation fully transparent (no FEL dis-

turbance), the required overall switchyard relative stability
was determined to be �10 × 10−6 pk-pk. Equipartitioning
the error budget among the components and inverse scaling it
with thedeflection angle,we require the total kickers’ relative
stability to be better than�160 × 10−6 pk-pk. Again equally
distributed over the two kickers, we need�80 × 10−6 pk-pk
for each kicker (�40 × 10−6 for pure amplitude jitter and
�110 ps time jitter for phase-driven amplitude instability or
another �40 × 10−6). This is a conservative approach
assuming the worst-case scenario where all instabilities
are correlated and add up linearly (including the amplitude-
and the phase-driven instabilities).
For the septum, the relative amplitude stability require-

ment was set to �5 × 10−6 pk-pk [3].
Two RKs are used, one after the other, to provide up to

∼2 mrad separation angle between the two bunches.
Taking into account the effect of the quadrupole magnets
between the RKs and the septum, it results in a 10-mm
vertical bunch separation at the septum entrance. The
Lambertson septum deflection angle is 33 mrad in the
perpendicular (horizontal) plane. For this reason, the beam
in Athos dogleg is 10 mm higher and needs vertical
correction to be brought back to the proper beam height.

A. Resonant kickers

Electrically, the RKs are lumped partially-driven LC
resonators. When the resonator is excited, its alternating
current produces an alternating deflecting magnetic field.
To separate the two bunches, the resonance frequency of
the LC circuit is tuned to have a period equal to twice the
bunch time separation. The resonant current is synchron-
ized such that the bunches arrive at the positive and the
negative maxima of the sinusoidal current (i.e., magnetic
field). This reduces the required “separation” current by a
factor of 2.
Table IV summarizes the parameters of the RKs.

1. Construction

Figure 13 shows the interior of the RK. Due to the
required relatively high operation frequency (17.85 MHz),
no ferromagnetic core is used. Two 20-mm diameter copper
bars, parallel to the beam (top and bottom), form the
resonator’s inductor. They are supported by transverse
ceramic plates that isolate the bars electrically and provide
a thermal path for the dissipated heat. The two sides of the
base plate are water-cooled by a high-precision (�0.1 °C)
water circuit to keep the resonator temperature constant.
At one end of the bars, there are two high voltage (HV)

vacuum capacitors, which form the resonator’s capacitor.
Two copper side vanes are used to tune the resonator
frequency. One is for rough manual tuning, while the other
is motorized and allows for remote tuning. Operating on the
crest of the resonance curve ensures minimum sensitivity to
driver phase noise and is crucial for the stability perfor-
mance of the system [34]. Due to the partial driving of the
resonator, the HV (over the resonator capacitors) is
restricted inside the vacuum chamber thus smaller excita-
tion voltages are required. This relaxes the voltage require-
ments for the vacuum feedthroughs, the connecting coaxial
cables, and the driver.

TABLE IV. Resonant kicker parameters.

Parameter Given Derived

Particle energy 3.3 GeV
Magnetic length 770 mm
Separation angle 0.5 mrad
Bunch separation 28 ns
Frequency 17.85 MHz
Magnetic field �3.6 mT
Number of turns 1 turn
Inductor bars diameter 20 mm
Vertical aperture 15 mm
Current amplitude 162 A
Voltage amplitude 7.2 kV
Resonator inductance 397 nH
Resonator capacitance 200 pF
Loaded Q-factor 480
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2. Synchronization

In this novel approach, the kickers’ deflection is a sine
wave. This makes the proper timing of the devices crucial
for their correct operation. The RKs are high Q-factor
resonators, which need time to reach steady-state resonance
amplitude before they are ready to deflect the electron
bunches. The synchronization block receives a trigger
signal of about 100 μs before the beam arrival time from
the conventional accelerator timing system and resynch-
ronizes it with a high-stability rf reference signal. An ECL
logic provides the necessary low-jitter signals to the rest of
the system. The synchronization block monitors the pulsed
parameters programmed by the operator (such as pulse
duration and repetition rate) and gives a warning or blocks
RKs operation if any limits are exceeded.

3. Driver

To ensure resonance excitation, a high amplitude-
stability and low phase-noise solid-state rf driver was
developed. It provides up to ∼7 kW of rf power during
the excitation period. The output MOS FET power stages
are supplied by a high-precision, programmable voltage
regulator with 1 × 10−6 resolution. Each driver has four rf
power modules and each of them has a separate coaxial
output. Four low-loss coaxial cables deliver the rf power to
the kicker. A four-way Wilkinson power combiner adds the
rf power that excites the RK resonator. The driver is
temperature stabilized by a high-precision (�0.1 °C) water
circuit.

4. Full-range measurement system

The full-range measurement system provides amplitude
and phase information about the oscillating current of the
kickers. It is based on fast (250 MHz), high-resolution
(16-bit) ADCs interfaced by an field-programmable gate
array logic (Virtex 6, Xilinx). Digital synchronous detection
and signal processing is used to obtain the amplitude and the
phase information with high resolution. It was found that the
signal-to-noise ratio is basically limited by the 1=f perfor-
mance of the ADC chips, and even with extensive averaging
of two ADCs working in parallel, the measurement ampli-
tude precision is limited down to about 1 × 10−5 rms [35].

5. Precision measurement system

For higher-performance measurements, a complemen-
tary offset-based precision-measurement system was
designed and built [36,37]. A high-stability programmable
dc offset with 1 × 10−6 resolution is subtracted from the
measured sine-wave signal and the difference is amplified
and measured. In this way, at the expense of measurement
dynamic range reduction, higher measurement resolution
and lower noise floor could be achieved. The system is
temperature stabilized by a high-precision (�0.1 °C) water
circuit. Using statistical analysis, the relative noise floor of
the built precision measurement system is evaluated to be
∼8 × 10−7 rms [32].

6. Electrical stability

The pulse-to-pulse amplitude jitter of the RKs during
routine operation is 2–3 × 10−6 and the phase stability is
2 to 3 millidegree averaged over the rf macro pulse. An
amplitude feedback (using the precision measurement
system) and a phase feedback (using the full range
measurement system) control the amplitude and phase of
the RKs with high precision.

B. Lambertson septum magnet

For the magnet technology of the septum, there was a
choice between pulsed eddy current and dc Lambertson
septa. For the SwissFEL application, the 100-Hz repetition
rate gave rise to uncertainties associated with the effect of
mechanical “hammering” that would occur with a pulsed
magnet. On the other hand, a Lambertson design has the
drawback of requiring two more dipoles in the dogleg
section of the beam path to the Athos beamline to remove
the 10-mm vertical offset necessary for passage through the
dipole gap of the septum magnet. For the sake of better
operational stability, the Lambertson design was selected
for implementation in SwissFEL. Table V summarizes the
septum parameters.
An in-vacuum design was chosen because the 10-mm

separation between straight-through and deflected beam
left no reserve for thin-walled vacuum pipes (with toler-
ances in the 0.7 mm range) to pass through the magnet

FIG. 13. Resonant kicker in the vacuum tank: A—vacuum
capacitor (resonator capacitor), B—ceramic plate, C—tuning
vane, and D—copper bar (resonator inductor).
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apertures. The magnet is novel because there is a 1-mm
thick copper plate separating air from the vacuum with the
magnetic flux passing through this plate (Fig. 14).
The 8.2 mm diameter hole in the iron core is for the

passage of the straight-through beam. In this region, the
leakage field should be as small as possible. The magneto-
static solver of CST Studio Suite

® was used to explore options
to minimize the leakage field, for example, by stacking thin
sheets of electrical sheet and mu metal. Figure 15 shows the
magnetostatic model of the septum. However, the effect of
practical micrometer-scale gaps with stacked sheets gave
poorly controlled leakage fields.
A production technique of deep hole boring or “cannon

boring” could give exceptionally straight holes with finely
polished surfaces at a low cost. The 760-mm long magnet
iron core was carefully machined with various flat surfaces

for precision alignment inside the vacuum chamber, and
with an 8.2-mm hole for the beam passage, leaving 2.5 mm
of iron as effective septum thickness.
In Fig. 16, we show leakage field measurements per-

formed with a Lake Shore Cryotronics Gaussmeter Model
460-10, together with two modified MMZ-2536-UH-06 3D
probes and a custom measuring machine.
The effects of depth, diameter, and transverse position of

the hole were investigated using simulations. The outcome
was that the leakage field is largely what is expected from
the permeability of the surrounding iron. If the iron is
carrying a flux density of, say, 500 mT with a relative
permeability of 5000, then the leakage field would be
around 100 μT. The hole geometry is not a predominant
factor. The transmission of low-level power supply noise in
the range of 10 mHz–10 kHz was both simulated and
measured. The bulk iron core gave a strong suppression of
noise for frequencies higher than 1 Hz and a corresponding
drop of inductance toward zero. The presence of very low
levels of 50-Hz noise in the magnet gap was due to stray

FIG. 15. 3D magnetostatic model of the septum. Additional
triangular plates bolted on the magnet at each end add a negative
stray field to reduce the total leakage field integral to <50 μTm.

FIG. 16. Simulation (colored area) and measurement (lines) of
the septum leakage field. The measurement curves show several
runs overlaid, with differences mainly due to hysteresis from
varying magnet cycling.

FIG. 14. Cross section of the septum magnet, with enlargement
of the gap region. The upper half of the iron core with the coil
winding is in air, and the lower half with beam apertures is in
vacuum, with a 1-mm copper sheet as vacuum sealing. The
aluminum support block for the thin copper sealing plate is
not shown.

TABLE V. Lambertson septum parameters.

Parameter Given Derived

Particle energy 3.3 GeV
Magnetic length 760 mm
Angle 34.9 mrad
Bending radius 21.8 m
Magnetic field 510 mT
Effective magnet width 80 mm
Effective magnet gap 9.8 mm
Number of turns 41 turns
Inductance near dc 13 mH
Inductance at 1 Hz 1.5 mH
Current 98 A
Conductor cross section 47 mm2

Total series resistance 29 mΩ
Voltage 2.68 V
Power loss 247 W
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magnetic fields in the laboratory rather than the power
supply itself.
The deflection field homogeneity was simulated but

efforts to improve the homogeneity on the part-per-thousand
level were subject to simulation meshing errors. The easier
solution was to make the pole tip wider, without shimming.
The pole tip is ∼65 mm wide, with a gap of 6.8 mm.
For bunches longer than 50 μm, the effect of resistive

wakefields could be well modeled with CST using local
meshing. In this range, the results agree well with the
analytical solutions. Below 10 μm bunch length, an ana-
lytical solution was used, and the results for stainless steel
and copper are shown in Fig. 17. Based on this result, it was
decided to copper-coat the zero-field septum channel.

C. Separation stability

Due to the effects arising from the RKs, the bunch-
separation system is expected to be the most critical
element concerning electron beam stability. Since both
bunches are deflected, it is possible to check the stability
using the bunch going straight through to the Aramis
beamline (in single bunch mode). A direct comparison
between the bunch going straight through (all deflecting
elements off) and when it is deflected (down) and back-
compensated to go on axis was done for electron beam
trajectory, electron beam shot-to-shot position stability,
FEL photon beam shot-to-shot pulse energy and pointing
stability. No significant changes in the horizontal and
vertical beam trajectories were found [38], thus validating
the amplitude ratio between RKs and compensating dipole
magnets.

1. Electron beam stability

Figure 18 shows shot-to-shot horizontal and vertical
electron beam position running standard deviations of 100
consecutive pulses measured by a CBPM right before the

FEL undulator section. Note that the bunch-separation
system is on when the “Kicker mode” signal is zero
(bottom curve in Figs. 18–20).
The large jump of the vertical standard deviation at

around 300 s is due to the turn-off transient of the deflecting
elements. The reprogramming of the RKs and the com-
pensating dipole magnets is not beam synchronous and
could lead to vertical beam disturbance for a short period of
time. No noticeable change in electron beam stability is
observed with and without bunch separation.

2. FEL photon beam stability

The effect of the bunch-separation system on the FEL
photon beam pulse-to-pulse stability was investigated as
well. Measuring the FEL pulse stability should be an even
more sensitive way to detect an electron beam disturbance
and in any case represents the ultimate test to determine if
the system stability is sufficient.
FEL photon pulse energy stability.—To characterize the

FEL photon pulse energy shot-to-shot stability two meas-
urement methods were applied. The first one is based on a
nondestructive gas-based pulse-energy monitor [39] while
the second is based on an integration of the beam image on a
photon beam screen (destructive to the photon beam). Since
the camera pixel intensity is proportional to the number of
absorbed photons (at an FEL wavelength of 0.5 nm, within
the linearity of the screen conversion) the image intensity
integral is proportional to the total absorbed photon pulse
energy (not to the x-ray pulse electromagnetic field inten-
sity). Figure 19 shows the running average of 100 consecu-
tive pulses of the gas-based pulse-energy monitor. It can be
seen that FEL pulse energy does not depend on the presence
of bunch separation. The running standard deviation of the
two measurements (gas-based and screen-based) is shown
there as well. Reprogramming of the switchyard elements is
not beam synchronous so to avoid beam losses during
switching from “bunch-separation on” to “bunch-separation
off” the electron beam is shortly blocked.During this time the
running standard deviation of the two measurements is not

FIG. 18. Electron beam position running standard deviation of
100 consecutive pulses right before the FEL undulator section
with the bunch-separation system on and off.

FIG. 17. Longitudinal wakefields for the 8.2-mm diameter hole
for stainless steel and copper and the corresponding Gaussian test
pulse. The lower loss with copper gave the incentive to add
copper plating.
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valid and has large jumps. Again, the data show no effect on
beam stability due to the bunch-separation system.
FEL pointing stability.—The effect of the bunch-

separation system on the FEL beam pointing was also
investigated using the same beam image camera described
above. Figure 20 shows the horizontal and vertical
position running standard deviation of the beam center
of mass for 100 consecutive pulses.
The large jumps in the middle are due to turning off the

electron beam (like in the previous figure), respectively, no
valid beam position data exist during this period. There is
no notable change in the FEL pointing stability due to the
bunch-separation system.

VII. OPERATIONAL AND USER LIMITATIONS

For the double bunch operation, we use two fully
independent laser systems to generate the two bunches
at all available repetition rates. The mapping of laser-to-
bunch and bunch-to-beamline relation can be changed
easily. Also, both bunches can be sent together into either
beamline. The individual bunch control is not only con-
venient for bunch length measurements or special beam

operation modes but also to react to system failures. For
example, when there is an rf failure just in the Aramis part,
the Athos branch continues to operate undisturbed.
However, running the second bunch at a higher repetition
rate than the first bunch may cause instabilities and hiccups
in the feedback systems. Therefore, in standard operation,
the orbit feedbacks only act on the first bunch (but this
could be configured differently).
Thanks to the accelerating structures downstream of the

switchyard (Linac 3 for Aramis and one C-band station in
the Athos branch) both beamlines benefit from independent
electron beam energy tuning. The electron beam energy can
be varied from 2.2 to 6.2 GeV in Aramis and from 2.98 to
3.33 GeV in Athos. In addition, the variable gap undulators
offer an extratuning range for the photon energy without
changing the electron beam energy. The photon wavelength
range achieved in beam operation so far is 0.08–0.51 nm
for Aramis and 0.77–4.96 nm for Athos. Both methods for
scaling the photon beam energies are used in operation and,
thanks to highly automatized rf and optics high-level
controls, can be used directly by the end stations. The
double bunch operation comes, however, with some lim-
itations in the tuning range of the two FEL lines due to the
fact that the two bunches are experiencing the same
focusing and accelerating fields upstream of the switch-
yard. The independent tuning range of the second bunch is
restricted to the gun laser settings (delay, pulse energy,
position, and profile) and to the limited tuning range
offered by the step function applied to the LLRF system
described above. This tuning step is sufficient to provide
independent energy and compression controls for the
feedback in the bunch compressors but the limited step
size is not sufficient for significant differences in electron
bunch length, charge, and photon pulse bandwidth between
the two beamlines. The photon pulse duration can be
controlled independently in both beamlines by using wake-
fields in the dechirper structures to suppress lasing in the
head and tail of the bunch, effectively shortening the
photon pulse, albeit at the expense of photon pulse energy.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The double bunch operation allows simultaneous oper-
ation at the full machine repetition rate (100 Hz) in the
two SwissFEL beamlines: Aramis and Athos. The machine
now routinely operates in this mode and the scheme has
demonstrated excellent reliability and stability. The sepa-
ration of the two closely (28 ns) spaced electron bunches
does not degrade the FEL performance. The photon
wavelength range achieved so far is 0.08–0.51 nm and
0.77–4.96 nm in Aramis and Athos, respectively.
Nevertheless, the double bunch operation also introduces

some limitations in the setup of the two beamlines, mainly
due to the limited independent tuning range of the accel-
eration parameters of the two bunches in the common part
of the machine.

FIG. 19. FEL photon beam pulse energy (running average of
100 consecutive pulses) measured by the gas-based monitor and
its running standard deviation of 100 consecutive pulses mea-
sured with gas-based monitor and photon beam image camera
with the bunch-separation system on and off.

FIG. 20. FEL photon beam horizontal and vertical position
standard deviation of 100 consecutive pulses with the bunch-
separation system on and off.
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Following the success of the SwissFEL double bunch
operation, we are looking at possibilities to further increase
the facility’s efficiency by extending the scheme to three
or even four bunches. Preliminary studies indicate that
despite considerable challenges, such an extension may
indeed be feasible.
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